
Holocaust Rescue in the Philippines

The untold story of how Philippine President 

Quezon and world Jewish networks created 

a haven for over 1,300 Holocaust refugees.  



As the Nazis Tighten Their Grip on European Jews, An Unexpected Door Opens in the Philippines…

In 1938, the horror of Kristallnacht shatters any remaining hope that European Jews are safe in the Third Reich. Finding a

way out is chaotic, treacherous...and increasingly futile.

The world watches, with horror in some quarters, apathy in others. Politicians are loath to welcome “paupers” who

would compete for scarce jobs and be added to relief rolls.

Then an unlikely player enters the drama:  Philippine President Manuel Quezon boldly declares his willingness to admit up

to one million Jews to his country.  With the effects of the Depression still very much in evidence--and the threat of a

Japanese invasion looming--this is a brave and surprising move.

Opposition to the proposal of Philippine sanctuary arises from an unexpected quarter:  a staunchly anti-Semitic U.S. State

Department, which quietly undermines President Quezon’s offer of refuge.

Rescuers Step In 

Onto this hostile stage comes an ad hoc group of improbable heroes: ordinary men and women, determined to take on 

some of the world’s most powerful countries, to bring Jews out of Europe and into the Philippines. They join with Presi-

dent Manuel Quezon and US High Commissioner to the Philippines Paul V. McNutt, to rescue as many Jews as possible.

Their ingenuity, heroism, and relentless efforts to outsmart the Nazi extermination campaign results in the rescue of 

over 1,300 Jews.  

On the eve of Nazi horrors a distant refuge beckons...
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An Open Door: Holocaust Rescue in the Philippines 

A Landmark Television Event
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